Frequency-correlated decreases of motor cortex activity associated with subthalamic nucleus stimulation in Parkinson's disease.
According to the classical model of basal ganglia organization, deep brain stimulation (DBS) in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) for the treatment of Parkinson's disease (PD) blocks overactive excitatory projections to inhibitory basal ganglia output structures. This would release the break on thalamofrontal neurons alleviating the poverty of movement, the hallmark of PD. Such parallels to a functional lesion certainly simplify the mechanism of STN DBS. Here, we applied parametric analyses of H2(15)O positron emission tomography (PET) scans at rest while systematically varying stimulation frequency in 6 patients with STN DBS for akinetic PD. A strong positive correlation of rCBF to increasing stimulation frequency was detected around the STN bilaterally. More importantly, we show that gradual increases in STN stimulation frequency are tightly correlated with decreases in motor cortex activity. This demonstrates an active modulation of resting activity within the subcortical stimulation target and within motor cortex by STN DBS. Rather than a possible downstream effect, we propose to consider the tight correlations between DBS frequency and motor cortex activity in the context of an upstream modulation of direct efferents to the STN from primary motor and premotor cortices.